Council Meeting 8/2/23

afaifaxresident <afaifaxresident@proton.me>
Tue 8/1/2023 9:34 PM
To: Christine Foster <cfoster@townoffairfax.org>

Hello Town Council Members,

I am writing anonymously due to my landlord being very active in the community and very angry at anyone who supports renters. I am writing concerning the meeting for 8/2/23 in which you will discuss the ballot initiative. I have seen and read the notice of sufficiency signed by Michele Gardner and Janet Coleson. I ask the Town Council members to delay certifying the initiative until sufficient time has been given to view the papers and filings by the people bringing the ballot measure to you. The group led by Deborah London and Michael Sexton. Why have there not been any public filings? Why is their funding not made public yet? Why did they not fill out the Top Funders for each month on the ballot initiative?

I am not a legal expert obviously, but I do ask that you seek transparency from this group before you approve the ballot measure. It is the least that the people of Fairfax should expect.

sincerely, a concerned citizen